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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and system for determining the orientation of an 
image of a picture Within a scanned image, including the steps 
of locating in the scanned image the contour of the image of 
the picture, determining a plurality of bounding boxes con 
?ning the contour of the image of the picture, selecting one of 
the plurality of bounding boxes that is substantially aligned 
With the contour of the image of the picture, and calculating 
an angle of rotation of the picture based on the selected 
bounding box. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SCANNING 
IMAGES IN A PHOTO KIOSK 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This is a continuation-in-part of application U.S. Ser. No. 
09/151,437, ?led on Sep. 11, 1998, now US. Pat. No. 6, 750, 
988, entitled “A Method and System for Scanning Images in 
a Photo Kiosk.” 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to scanning images in a photo 
kiosk. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Photo kiosks are booths containing hardware or software 
for creating image content. A consumer can, for example, 
place a picture in the kiosk, have the picture digitized to a 
digital image, edit the digital image and print the edited image 
on various forms of paper output. Some photo kiosks provide 
pre-designed templates into which a consumer can place his 
own pictures. 
Some photo kiosks contain a scanner unit for converting a 

picture to a digital image. Typically the scanner unit in such a 
photo kiosk is a ?atbed scanner. 

Flat bed scanners are used to convert pictures to digital 
images by digitizing picture colors at sample locations within 
a ?ne two-dimensional spatial grid. Such scanners are typi 
cally operated by positioning a picture to be scanned on a 
glass surface of the ?at scanner bed, closing the scanner bed 
cover over the glass surface, and then scanning a region of the 
scanner bed by means of scanning units located underneath 
the scanner bed. Flatbed scanners are typically connected to 
computers and operated using software applications. 
A picture to be scanned may occupy only a small part of the 

full scanner bed area. In order not to scan the full scanner bed 
area, but rather to scan only a smaller area containing the 
picture, one can ?rst apply a very low resolution pre-scan to 
the entire scanner bed area, and then use the pre-scanned 
digital image to set scanner parameters and select a suitable 
region of interest surrounding the picture. Such a low-reso 
lution scan can be at a resolution of approximately 24 dots per 
inch (dpi), which corresponds to approximately 1 pixel per 
millimeter. 
A high resolution scan is costly both in time spent scanning 

and in scanned image ?le size. If one were to scan the entire 
scanner bed area with a high resolution scan, most of the time 
spent and most of the image data could pertain to the empty 
part of the scanner bed that does not contain the picture. 
Moreover if scanner parameters, such as color look-up tables 
and contrast, are not set properly, the scan may have to be 
repeated. A pre-scanned digital image can be used to set 
scanner parameters, and also to select a region of interest that 
surrounds the picture. By setting the scanner parameters in 
this way and selecting a region of interest, one ensures that the 
high resolution scan captures only a sub-area of the entire 
scanner bed area that contains the picture within it, and that 
the scanner parameters are properly set before performing the 
high resolution scan. 
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In photo kiosks that contain scanners, the scanner unit is 

typically located inside the kiosk. The consumer may not be 
able to see the scanner. He may not be able to control the 
scanner settings, and he may not even be able to view a 
pre-scanned image. Moreover, even if it were possible to 
provide such control, it would only serve to complicate the 
operation of a photo kiosk, thereby frustrating and distancing 
potential consumers who may have very little or no experi 
ence with scanner devices. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

There is provided in accordance with a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention a method for operating a photo 
kiosk having a scanner therein, including positioning a user 
provided picture on a scanner bed of the kiosk scanner in an 
arbitrary orientation relative to the scanner bed, and automati 
cally determining the orientation of the picture by pre-scan 
ning, using the kiosk scanner, at least an area of the scanner 
bed having the picture positioned therein at a low resolution, 
to produce a pre-scanned image, and scanning, using the 
kiosk scanner, an area of the scanner bed at a high resolution 
to provide a photo product having an image of the picture in 
a desired orientation therein irrespective of the picture’s ori 
entation relative to the scanner bed. 

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention a method for determin 
ing the orientation of an image of a picture within a scanned 
image for use within a photo kiosk having a scanner therein, 
including the steps of positioning a user-provided picture on 
a scanner bed of the kiosk scanner in an arbitrary orientation 

relative to the scanner bed, scanning, using the kiosk scanner, 
a preliminary region of the scanner bed having the picture 
positioned therein, to produce a preliminary scanned image 
containing an image of the picture, determining a plurality of 
bounding boxes con?ning the image of the picture within the 
preliminary scanned image, selecting one of the plurality of 
bounding boxes con?ning the image of the picture, and cal 
culating an angle of rotation of the picture based on the 
selected bounding box. 

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention a system for scanning 
pictures within a photo kiosk, including a kiosk scanner hav 
ing a kiosk scanner bed for positioning a picture thereon in an 
arbitrary orientation relative to the kiosk scanner bed, and a 
kiosk processor automatically determining the orientation of 
the picture by pre-scanning, using the kiosk scanner, at least 
an area of the kiosk scanner having the picture positioned 
therein at a low resolution to produce a pre-scanned image, 
and scanning, using the kiosk scanner, an area of the scanner 
bed at a high resolution to provide a photo product having an 
image of the picture in a desired orientation thereon irrespec 
tive of the picture’s orientation relative to the scanner bed. 

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention a system for determin 
ing the orientation of an image of a picture within a scanned 
image for use within a photo kiosk, including a kiosk scanner 
having a kiosk scanner bed for positioning a picture thereon in 
an arbitrary orientation, a kiosk processor determining a plu 
rality of bounding boxes con?ning an image of the picture 
within a preliminary scanned image, a selector selecting one 
of the plurality of bounding boxes con?ning the image of the 
picture, and an image processor calculating an angle of rota 
tion of the picture based on the selected bounding box. 

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention a photo kiosk, including 
a scanner having a scanner bed for positioning a picture 
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thereon in an arbitrary orientation, and apparatus for deter 
mining a bounding box con?ning an image of the picture 
within a pre-scanned image, the pre-scanned image being 
produced by pre-scanning an area of the scanner bed having 
the picture positioned thereon, and the bounding box having 
edges parallel to the borders of the scanner bed. 

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention a photo kiosk, including 
a scanner having a scanner bed for positioning a picture 

thereon in an arbitrary orientation, and apparatus for deter 
mining the orientation of an image of the picture within a 
preliminary scanned image, the preliminary scanned image 
being produced by pre-scanning an area of the scanner bed 
having the picture positioned thereon. 

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention a method for determin 
ing the orientation of an image of a picture within a scanned 
image, including the steps of locating in the scanned image a 
contour of the image of the picture, determining a plurality of 
bounding boxes con?ning the contour of the image of the 
picture, selecting one of the plurality of bounding boxes that 
is signi?cantly aligned with the contour of the image of the 
picture, and calculating an angle of rotation of the picture 
based on the selected bounding box. 

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention a method for operating 
a scanner, including detecting that a user has placed a plural 
ity of pictures in arbitrary orientations on a scanner bed of the 
scanner, scanning the plurality of pictures to generate a 
scanned image containing a plurality of images of the pic 
tures, and automatically determining an orientation of at least 
one of the images of the pictures relative to the scanner bed 
using the scanned image. 

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention a system for determin 
ing the orientation of an image of a picture within a scanned 
image, including an image processor locating in the scanned 
image a contour of the image of the picture, a box generator 
determining a plurality of bounding boxes con?ning the con 
tour of the image of the picture, a box processor selecting one 
of the plurality of bounding boxes that is signi?cantly aligned 
with the contour of the image of the picture, and an angle 
processor calculating an angle of rotation of the picture based 
on the selected bounding box. 

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention a system for scanning 
pictures, including a scanner generating a single scanned 
image from a plurality of pictures, the single scanned image 
containing a plurality of images of the pictures, a scanner bed 
within said scanner on which are located a plurality of pic 
tures in arbitrary orientations, and a processor automatically 
determining the orientation of at least one of the images of the 
pictures using the single scanned image. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The present invention will be more fully understood and 
appreciated from the following detailed description, taken in 
conjunction with the drawings in which: 

FIGS. 1A and 1B are simpli?ed illustrations of a photo 
kiosk having a scanner therein, operating in accordance with 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention to properly 
orient a picture that is placed on the scanner in an arbitrary 

orientation; 
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4 
FIG. 2 is a simpli?ed ?ow chart of a preferred embodiment 

of the present invention used to determine a region of interest 
containing a picture, from a low resolution pre-scanned 
image; 

FIG. 3 is a simpli?ed ?owchart of a preferred “variable box 
size” embodiment of the present invention for determining an 
angle of rotation of a picture relative to the edges of a scanner 

bed; 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram ofa processing system that can be 

used to perform processing operations in a photo kiosk 
according to embodiments of the present invention; 

FIG. 5 is an illustration of the determination of concentric 
boxes used to calculate an angle of rotation of a picture, in 
accordance with a preferred “?xed box size” embodiment of 
the present invention; 

FIG. 6 is an illustration of the computation of the distance 
from a pixel location to a side of a box that is not a reference 

box (i.e. having non-zero angle of rotation relative to the 
scanner bed), based on the distance from the same pixel 
location to a side of a reference box, in accordance with a 
preferred “?xed box size” embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 7 is a simpli?ed ?owchart of a preferred “?xed box 
size” embodiment of the present invention for determining an 
angle of rotation of a picture relative to a scanner bed, based 
on a contour of the picture; 

FIG. 8 is a simpli?ed illustration of how blobs of pixel 
locations grow in accordance with a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention; and 

FIG. 9 is a simpli?ed illustration for measurement of the 
separation between two blobs in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

In a photo kiosk operating environment it is necessary to 
perform the setting of parameters and selection of a region of 
interest completely automatically, without any manual inter 
vention, using a low-resolution pre-scanned digital image. 
Speci?cally, a picture is positioned on a scanner bed in an 
arbitrary orientation either by a user or by an automatic 
feeder, and the photo kiosk should automatically select a 
region of interest. Herein, an arbitrary orientation refers to a 
non-predetermined orientation that may be any one of a con 
tinuous range of orientations. For example, the picture need 
not be positioned ?ush with any border of the scanner bed, 
and need not even be situated in parallel alignment to the 
borders of the scanner bed. That is, the picture may be posi 
tioned anywhere within the area of the scanner bed and may 
be rotated relative to the borders of the scanner bed. 

Reference is now made to FIGS. 1A and 1B, which are 
simpli?ed illustrations of a photo kiosk 10 having a scanner 
12 therein, operating in accordance with a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention to determine the orientation of 
a picture 14 that is placed on scanner 12 in an arbitrary 
orientation. The photo kiosk 10 shown in FIG. 1A and FIG. 
1B has a protruding slideable scanner bed 16, for placing 
picture 14 thereon, a kiosk processor 18 for carrying out 
digital image manipulations, and a printer device 20 for out 
putting photo products, such as a poster, personalized station 
ary, business cards, invitations or a calendar. 

In addition to producing hard copy photo products, a photo 
kiosk may also provide a consumer with the capability of 
receiving an electronic (i.e. soft) copy of his photo product. 
Moreover, a photo kiosk may operate within a computer 
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network, enabling a consumer to upload an electronic image 
to the photo kiosk for processing. 
As seen in FIG. 1A, a user places picture 14 on protruding 

slideable scanner bed 16 in an arbitrary orientation. The 
placement of picture 14 need not be ?ush with any border of 
scanner bed 16, nor in parallel alignment with borders of 
scanner bed 16. After the scanner bed 16 slides back into 
kiosk 10, scanner 12 operates to digitize picture 14. In an 
alternate embodiment, scanner 12 may include an automatic 
feeder (not shown) that accepts picture 14 from the user and 
feeds picture 14 into position on scannerbed 16 in an arbitrary 
orientation. In either embodiment, after scanner 12 operates 
to digitize picture 14, kiosk software or hardware operating in 
accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention calculates the orientation of picture 14 on scanner 
bed 16. 

In FIG. 1B kiosk 10 uses the calculated orientation infor 
mation to correctly adjust the alignment of the displayed 
picture with respect to the horizontal and vertical axes of the 
kiosk display; i.e. X and Y axes de?ned by the borders of 
scanner bed 16. When the user prints a photo product 22, an 
image of the picture 14 is properly aligned therein. 
An approach that may come to mind for automatically 

selecting a region of interest surrounding a picture in a pre 
scanned digital image, is to look for a constant color back 
ground where only the scanned scanner cover is present, but 
not the picture. However, scanner covers are often made of 
material that does not re?ect a constant color, and may give 
rise to complicated patterns when scanned. In addition, there 
may be ?ne scratches in the glass surface of the scanner bed, 
or ?ne patterns in the surface of the scanner cover, and these 
can show up as faint edges in the scanned image. As a result, 
the background where only the scanned cover has been 
scanned may not have a constant color, and may even have a 
complicated coloration pattern. As such, it may not be readily 
discernible by an automated processor. 
Overview 

The present speci?cation describes a method and system 
for automatically identifying an accurate region of interest 
surrounding a picture from a pre-scanned digital image, with 
out manual intervention. The present speci?cation further 
describes a method for determining an angle of orientation of 
the picture relative to the borders of the scanner bed, also 
without manual intervention. The angle of orientation can be 
used to later correct the scanned image for a positioning of the 
picture on the scanner bed that was not aligned with the 
directions of the borders of the scanner bed. 
As used herein, the term “pixel” denotes an element of a 

digital image. A pixel has both a location, referred to as the 
pixel location, and a color, referred to as the pixel color. The 
pixel color is characterized by a pixel color value, which is 
typically a triplet of three individual color channel values, 
such as red (R), green (G) and blue (B). The R, G and B values 
may be 8-bit integer values ranging from 0 to 25 5. Many other 
well-known color spaces may also be used, and color chan 
nels may also have precisions other than 8 bits. 
As used herein, the term “picture” denotes an object placed 

on the surface of a scanner bed to be converted to a digital 
image by scanning. Pictures include drawings, photographs, 
document pages, three-dimensional objects such as a book, 
and more. 

The “angle of orientation” referred to herein can be either 
the orientation of the picture relative to the scanner bed, or the 
orientation of the subject matter within the picture relative to 
the scanner bed. In particular, preferred embodiments of the 
present invention can be used to correct for positioning of the 
picture that was not aligned with the borders of the scanner 
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6 
bed, or for positioning of the subject matter within the picture 
that was not aligned with the borders of the picture, or for a 
combination of both. 

In the ensuing discussion it is assumed that scanlines in the 
scanned image are parallel to a border of the scanner bed. That 
is, the scanning units of the scanner scan each of a succession 
of lines (scanlines) in a direction that is parallel to one border 
of the scannerbed, and each successive scanline is offset from 
its neighboring scanline in a scanline offset direction that is 
perpendicular to the scanline direction. If scanlines in the 
scanned image are not parallel to a border of the scanner bed, 
then the present invention as described hereinbelow deter 
mines an angle of rotation of the picture relative to the scan 
line and scanline offset directions. The scanline and scanline 
offset directions are the principal directions, since they cor 
respond to the directions of the horizontal and vertical axes of 
the kiosk display. Typically the scanline and scanline offset 
directions are aligned with the directions of the borders of the 
scanner bed, which is assumed to be the case in the descrip 
tion hereinbelow. 

The present invention operates in two stages, the ?rst stage 
being the determination of a region of interest and the second 
stage being the determination of an angle of rotation. The ?rst 
stage, determining a region of interest, is carried out by per 
forming a low resolution pre-scan of the entire scanner bed, 
and then using the resulting pre-scanned digital image to 
determine a region of interest. The region of interest is then 
used to limit the scanning area for performing a high-resolu 
tion scan and generating a high-resolution scanned digital 
image. 

For carrying out the second stage; namely, determining an 
angle of rotation, the present speci?cation describes two 
embodimentsia “variable box size” embodiment, and “?xed 
box size” embodiment. Both embodiments operate by gener 
ating boxes at various angles of rotation that surround the 
picture within the scanned image, and determining which box 
is “most aligned” with the picture, as described in detail 
hereinbelow. 

For lack of information at the outset, the low resolution 
pre-scanned image is used for the ?rst stage of determining a 
region of interest. Thereafter, either the low resolution pre 
scanned image or the high-resolution scanned image can be 
used for the second stage of determining the angle of rotation. 
That is, the variable box size embodiment can be carried out 
using either the low resolution pre-scanned image, or the high 
resolution scanned image, and similarly the ?xed box size 
embodiment can be carried out using either the low resolution 
pre-scanned image or the high-resolution scanned image. 
The choice of whether to use the low resolution pre 

scanned image or the high resolution scanned image should 
take into consideration the pros and cons of each. Use of the 
low resolution pre-scanned image has the advantage of being 
faster to process, but less accurate. Use of the high resolution 
image has the advantage of being more accurate, but slower to 
process. 

For purposes of clari?cation and for the sake of de?nite 
ness, the ensuing discussion is presented for embodiments in 
which the low resolution pre-scanned image is used for the 
variable box size embodiment, and the high resolution 
scanned image is used for the ?xed box size image. 
Determining a Region of Interest 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, deter 
mining a region of interest involves three or more steps. The 
?rst step is to pre-scan the scanner bed at a low resolution, to 
obtain a pre-scanned digital image. The second step is to 
identify the “signi?cant” edges within the pre-scanned 
image, as described in detail hereinbelow. The third step is to 
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determine a region of interest that encompasses all of the 
signi?cant edges, is aligned with the scanner bed and is as 
small as possible, as described in detail hereinbelow. Once a 

region of interest is determined, a high resolution scan is 
performed within the area of the region of interest. An 
optional fourth step is to use the high resolution scanned 
image to re?ne the region of interest calculated in step three. 
The re?ned region of interest is not typically used to delimit 
another high resolution scan, but is rather used to crop the 
picture within the scanned image for displaying the picture on 
a kiosk display. 

In a preferred embodiment, the present invention carries 
out the second step above by applying an edge ?lter to the 
pre-scanned image, so as to detect the edges therein. Edge 
?lters use gradients in pixel luminance values to detect edges. 
Luminance is an achromatic value representing the light 
intensity of a color. Luminance, L, is related to the red (R), 
green (G) and blue (B) color channels by the approximate 
linear relationship L:0.299*R+0.587*G+0.114*B. Human 
perception of edges relies on abrupt changes in luminance 
values; i.e. large gradients in these values. 

The following computer listing of software in the C++ 
programming language calculates the luminance values of an 
input image array, named “image,” and stores the luminance 
values in a ?oating point output array bufferQintensity. It 
also generates luminance values at pixel locations within 
strips of pixel locations that extend one pixel beyond the 
image dimensions, for the purpose of computing a 3x3 ?lter, 
as described hereinbelow. The actual luminance value calcu 
lation is performed within an inline function LUMINANCE. 
bool PSmartScanLowRes::ComputeLuminance(const N 

PixelBuffengr& image, PProcessBuffers* 
buffer) 

register uint32 pix=0; 
register uint32 column=0; 
register uint32 columnmax=width; 
register uint32 row=0; 
register uint32 rowmax=height; 
if (lbuffer—>IsIntensityMap Valid( )) return false; 
for (row=0; row<rowmax; row++) 

for (column=0; column<columnmax; column++) 

pix=uint32 (image.Row(row) [column] ); 
buffer—> intens ity [row+ 1] [co lumn+ 1 ] =LUMINANC E 

(P iX) ; 

for (column=0; column<columnmax+2; column++) 

buffer—>intensity[0] [column] =buffer—>intensity [ 1] 
[column] ; 

buffer—>intensity[rowmax+l] [column] =buffer—> 
intensity [rowmax] [column]; 

for (row=0; row<rowmax+2; row++) 

buffer—>intensity[row] [0] =buffer—>intensity[row] [1]; 
buffer—> intens ity [row] [columnmax+1 ]=buffer—> 

intensity [row] [columnmax]; 

return true; 
inline bool PProcessBuffers::IsIntensityMapValid(void) 

const 

{return (intensity !=0); } 

A general reference for edge ?lters is Pratt, William K., 
“Digital Image Processing,” ISBN: 0471857661, published 
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8 
by John Wiley & Sons (hereinafter “Pratt”), the contents of 
which are hereby incorporated by reference. 
An example of an edge ?lter is the familiar Sobel ?lter. In 

a preferred embodiment of the present invention a 3x3 Sobel 
?lter with a vertical gradient direction is used for edge detec 
tion in the low resolution pre-scanned image. Such a ?lter 
uses a 3x3 convolution with a two-dimensional matrix 

1 1 1 

—2 —2 —2 . 

1 1 1 

Restricting to the vertical gradient direction has the advan 
tage of reducing the computational time, and the disadvan 
tage of not detecting strictly vertical edges. Non-vertical 
edges are detected, however. Since the Sobel ?lter is used for 
determining a bounding box of the picture, and since a box 
that bounds all non-vertical edges of a picture will also bound 
the picture’s vertical edges (except in the unlikely circum 
stance where the picture has vertical lines around its border), 
the limitation of restricting to vertical gradient directions is 
acceptable. 

In an alternate embodiment, a horizontal gradient ?lter 
may be used to perform the edge detection instead of a verti 
cal gradient ?lter. In yet another alternate embodiment, both 
horizontal and vertical gradient ?lters may be used to perform 
the edge detection. 
As indicated in the software listing above, in order to be 

able to apply a 3x3 ?lter at border pixels of the pre-scanned 
image, luminance values are provided in an additional strip of 
pixels surrounding the pre-scanned image, the additional strip 
having a width of 1 pixel. In one embodiment, the luminance 
values outside of the pre-scanned image are determined by 
mirroring; i.e. setting each such value to the luminance value 
of the closest pixel thereto within the pre-scanned image. 
Other techniques, such as pixel value extrapolation or aver 
aging, may be used to determine luminance values for the 
pixels in the strip surrounding the pre-scanned image in alter 
nate embodiments. 

The following computer listing of software in the C++ 
programming language implements the 3x3 Sobel ?lter 
described above in a method named ComputeSobel3><3. The 
luminance values for the pre-scanned image are stored in a 
?oating point array bufferQintensity, and the resulting edge 
values are stored in a ?oating point array buffengradient. It 
is noted that it is the absolute values of the ?lter values that are 
being stored in buffengradient. 

bool PSmartScanLowRes::ComputeSobel3x3 
(PProcessBuffers*buffer) 

register uint32 row=0; 
register uint32 column=0; 
register ?oat* gradientiptr=0; 
register uint32 rowmax=height; 
register uint32 columnmax=width; 

if (lbuffer—>IsIntensityMapValid( ) lbuffer—>IsGradientMapValid( )) return false; 

for (gradientiptmbuffera gradient, row=1; row<rowmax+ 
1; row++) 

for (column=1; column<columnmax+1; column++, 
gradientiptr ++) 

(* gradientiptr)=?oat(buffer—>intensity [row— 1] 
[column— 1 ]+ 
buffer—>intensity[row] [column— 1 ]+ 
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buffer—>intensity [row+ 1] [column— 1]+ 
buffer—>intensity[row— 1] [column+1]+ 
buffer—>intensity [row] [column+1 ]+ 
buffer—>intensity [row+1] [column+1]— 
(buffer—>intensity[row] [column] + 
buffer—>intensity [row— 1] [column] + 
buffer—>intensity [row+1] [column])* 

10 
cating whether or not an edge value exceeds a threshold, 
GradientHighThreshold, are stored in bufferQedges. 

Observe that the median ?lter is only applied at locations 
where the edge value exceeds a threshold, Gradient 
LowThreshold. The method MedianValue stores the edge 
values for neighboring pixels to pixel (i, j) in an array Medi 
anGrad, taking into account the cases where (i, j) is situated 
on the border of the edge map. For reference purposes, the 

?O?tQ-OD; . . . . 

if (* gradientiptr <0)* gradientiptr=-*gradientiptr; QuickSort method that sorts the edge values 1n Med1anGrad 1s 
10 also provided. At the end of the method MedianFiltering, the 

iemm mm Boolean values bufferQedges are set to true wherever 
inline bool PProcessBuffers::IsGradientMapValid(void) bu?‘eragradlent exceeds GradlentnghThreShOId' 

const 

{return (gradient !—>=0); } 
15 

I I I bool PSmartScanLowRes::MedianFiltering(PProcessBuffers * buffer) 

The result of an edge ?lter operation 1s an edge map, wh1ch 
is a monochrome image having gray-scale edge values at the mglster 1111162 IOW = 0; 

- - - register uint32 column = 0; 
pixel locations of the pre-scanned 1mage, each edge value . * . _ _ 

I I register ?oat grad1entiptr - O, 

correspond1ng to the presence or absence of an edge at a pixel 20 register bool—Midgesiptr = 0; 
location, and the strength of such an edge. The stronger the r?g?t?r 1111162 IOWIH?X = h?ighIt; 
edge at a given pixel location, the darker the edge value at that g ioéué?nmax = Width’ 
location Edge maps 100k somewhat like X-rays- if(lbuffer—>IsGradientMapValid() H lbuffer—>1sEdgesMapValid( )) 
When an edge map has been determined, edges can then be r?fum £3156; I 

identi?ed as groups of adjacent pixels, as described herein- 25 threShOId. =PThreSh°ldvaluw?mmmmowmrewmm ); 
for (grad1entiptr=buffer—>grad1ent, row=0; row<rowmax; row++) 

belOW~ for (column=0; column<columnmax; column++, gradientiptr ++) 
In a preferred embodiment of the present invention a 3x3 

median ?lter is applied to the edge map, as a way to remove 1f(*gmd,lenteptr > thre§h°ldl , 
. . *grad1entiptr = Med1anValue(row, column, grad1entiptr); 

edges 1n the pre-scanned 1mage that correspond to scratches } 
on the surface of the scanner bed or scanner cover. A 3x3 30 threshold = PThresholdValues::GradientHighThreshold( ); 
median ?lter operates at each selected pixel location by sort- for (gradwntipthl’ug?F>gmd16nt’ edg?siptr = huger_>6dg?s> r°W=0; 
. h 9 d 1 t d . 3 3 . 1 . h d IOW<IOWIH€1X; IOW++> 
lng t e e ge Va ues SI I a e In X plxe nelg 9r 00 for (column=0; column<columnmax; column++, gradientiptr ++, 
centered at the selected p1xel locat1on, and then replacing the edgesiptr++) 
edge value at the selected pixel location with the median of If II III III h III II 

. . . . > = = ' 

the 9 edge values (1.e. the middle value in the sorted list). For 35 l ( gm l?ntiptr ms 0 ) e gesiptr Hue’ 

example, if the edge values are man true; 

inline bool PProcessBuffers::IsEdgesMapValid(void) const 

33 18 7 {return (edges !=O);} 
40 ?oat PSmartScanLowRes::MedianValue(uint32 i, uint32 j, 

17 666 6 , ?oat* gradientiptr) 

9 14 24 
medianValid = O; 

medianGrad[medianValid++] = *(gradientiptr); 
, . . if (j+1<width) then the edge value of 666 1n the center p1xel locat1on would 

be replaced by 17, which is the middle value of the ordered list 45 m?dianGmdm?diam/ahd + +1 = *(gmdi?ntiptr +1); 
6-7-9-14-17-18-33-666. Median ?lters are typ1cally used for if (i>0) 
removing speckle noise made up of spots of noise in the If (IP?l‘ilallIncIingUBwanValld’r’rl = *(gmdl?ntiPU-Wld?l’rl); 
- - - - 1 1+ < e1 t 

1mage. However, s1nce the pre-scanned1mage 1s scanned at a me dIIIInGr mum dIIIIIIValI d++1 = * (gradi?tipmwid??lx 
very low resolut1on, scratches occupy very few p1xels W1th1n } 
the pre-scanned image, and, as such, they are akin to speckle 50 if (i+1<height) 

Heise' :1 G d d' v l'd * d' 'dth' 
In an alternate embodiment of the present invention only m [me Ian M ++] _ (gm lentimel )’ 

those p1xels havmg edge values exceed1ng a prescribed m?dianGradm?diam/and + +1 = *(gmdietiptr +Width_1); 
threshold are ?ltered W1th a median ?lter. } 

The following computer listing of software in the C++ 55 1f(1>0) 

preglzamnnng language Implements the_ medleln ?lter medianGrad[medianValid++] = *(gradientiptr—width); 
descnbed above 1n a method named Med1anF11ter1ng. The WPO) 
software uses a ?oating point array, buffengradient, to store medianGrad[medianValid++] = *(gradientiptriwidth—l); 
the values of the edge map, and it uses a Boolean array, }f(I 0) 

. . 1 > 

bquferIQedges, to locate the s1gn1?cant edges. Both arrays are 60 me dianGm dune diam/ah d++1 = *(gmdientiptr _1)I 
ser1al1zed one-dimensional arrays, and have the same number QuickSOan medianVahd_ 1 ); 
of elements as total p1xels 1n the 1mage. For the element return medianGrad[medianValid/2]; 
corresponding to the pixel at location (i, j), the value of III PS S L R I ks I 32 I 32 
bu?engradient gives the edge value atlocation (i, j), and the V01 mm can OW “'ch “(Sim p’ smt I) 

Boolean value of the buffer—>edges ?ag indicates whether 65 Sint32 q; 
there is (true) or is not (false) a signi?cant edge at location (i, if (p<r) 
j). As can be seen in the listing below, Boolean values indi 
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q = Partition(p,r); 

QuickSOIt(p,q); 
if (q<medianValid) QuickSort(q+1,r); 

sint32 PSmartScanLowRes::Partition(sint32 p, sint32 r) 

inline void PSmartScanLowRes::Exchange(sint32 p, sint32 r) 
{ 
?oat trnp = medianGrad[p]; 

medianGrad[p]= medianGrad[r]; 
medianGrad[r]= tmp; 

After the edge map is generated, a preferred embodiment 
of the present invention identi?es those edges that are con 
sidered “signi?cant,” in order to distinguish between actual 
edges from the picture and faint edges that might be due to 
scratches on the glass surface of the scannerbed or patterns on 
the inside of the scanner cover, or other artifacts that may 
arise. Based on a method referred to as “hysteresis,” scratch 
removal is preferably accomplished by introducing two pre 
scribed thresholds for edge valuesia lower threshold and an 
upper threshold. Using these thresholds the method of hys 
teresis identi?es “signi?cant edges” as being maximal groups 
of contiguous pixels, each such group being characterized in 
that each pixel of the group has an edge value that exceeds the 
lower threshold, and at least one pixel of the group has an edge 
value that exceeds the upper threshold. Two pixel locations 
are considered contiguous if one is a neighbor of the other in 
any of the eight compass directions, N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W 
and NW. Speci?cally, a pixel at location (i, j) is adjacent to the 
eight pixel locations (i—1,j—l), (i—1,j), (i—l, j+1), (i, j—l), (i, 
j+1), (i+1,j—1), (i+1,j) and (i+1,j+1). 
On account of the requirement that signi?cant edges con 

tain at least one pixel whose edge value exceeds the upper 
threshold, scratches are typically not identi?ed as being sig 
ni?cant edges. 

After the signi?cant edges are detected, scratch and other 
artifact removal preferably further proceeds by invalidating 
signi?cant edges with fewer than N contiguous pixels, where 
N is a parameter referred to herein as a length tolerance. The 
value of the parameter N can be set by the manufacturer of the 
kiosk. For scratch and other artifact removal, a value of 
twenty for the length tolerance is reasonable. 

The following computer listing of software in the C++ 
programming language implements the hysteresis scratch 
removal described above in a method named HysteresisFil 
tering. The method that tracks contiguous edge elements is 
called EdgeHysteresisFollow, and operates recursively, 
building up a list of contiguous edge elements, named “list.” 
EdgeHysterysisFollow uses an array of pointers to Boolean 
values, named “known,” to keep track of locations that have 
already been identi?ed. At each level of the recursion Edge 
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12 
HysteresisFollow invokes a call to itself at a neighboring pixel 
where the value of buffengradient exceeds a threshold, 
GradientLowThreshold. At each call, the list of contiguous 
edges is successively built up by invoking listQAddTail. 
As seen below, the software introduces a class for an edge 

element, PEdgeElt, containing a row, a column and a pointer 
to a next edge element as members. The software introduces 
a derived class, PChainedEdge, which further includes a 
Boolean-valued member, *valuePtr. The software also intro 
duces a class, PEdgeIterator, for a list of edge elements. Such 
a list is built up from successive calls to a method, AddTail, 
which appends an edge element onto an existing list. The 
Boolean values, *valuePtr, for each chained edge element in 
a list of edge elements are set by a method Validate. 
When all contiguous edge elements are joined together in a 

list, control returns to HysteresisFiltering, where the entire 
list of edge elements is validated as being signi?cant (by 
setting the Boolean values of its edge elements to true) if its 
size exceeds LengthThreshold, and invalidated for being 
insigni?cant (by setting the Boolean values of its edge ele 
ments to false) if its length is less than LengthThreshold. 
Validation is performed by invocation or the methodValidate, 
which sets the Boolean ?ags to true for each chained edge 
element in the list. Speci?cally, Validate sets the values of 
*valuePtr to true. This also serves to set the bufferQedges 
?ags to true, since whenever a new edge element is added to 
a list by AddTail(new PChainedEdge(i, j,edges_ptr), the 
pointer valuePtr is set to the pointer edges_ptr, which is the 
same as bufferQedges. Observe also that EdgeHysteresisFol 
low is only invoked if buffer—>edges is true, thus ensuring that 
any list of contiguous edges that is validated as being signi? 
cant decidedly contains at least one pixel having an edge 
value greater than GradientHighThreshold. 

bool PSmartScanLowRes::HysteresisFiltering(PProcessBuffers* buffer) 
{ 
bool *known = new bool[width*height]; 

register uint32 i = O; 
register uint32 j = O; 
register bool *knowniptr = known; 
register bool *edgesiptr = buffer—>edges; 
register ?oat lowthreshold = PThresholdValues::GradientLowThreshold( ); 
register uint32 lengththreshold = PThresholdValues::LengthThreshold( ); 
if(lbuffer—>IsEdgesMapValid( )) return false; 
for (i=0, knowniptr = known; i<height; i++) 

*knowniptr = false; 
for (i=0; i<height; i++) 

PEdgeIterator list; 
if ((*edgesiptr) && !(*knowniptr)) 
{ 

*knowniptr = true; 

EdgeHysteresisFollow(buffer, known, i, j, lowthreshold, &list); 
} 
if (list.Size( ) <lengththreshold) list.Validate(false); 
else 

list.Validate(SideArtifacts(&list)); 

delete known; 
return true; 

void pSmartScanLowRes::EdgeHysteresisFollow(PProcessBuffers* buffer, 
bool* map, uint32 i, uint32 j, ?oat lowthreshold, PEdgeIterator* list) 
{ 
uint32 shift = i*width +j; 
register bool *knowniptr = map+shi?; 
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16 
-continued 

inline PEdgePtr PEdgeIterator::First(void) const 
{ return ?rst; } 
inline PEdgePtr PEdgeIterator::Current(void) const 
{ return current; } 
inline PEdgePtr PEdgeIterator::Last(void) const 
{ return last; } 
inline PEdgePtr PEdgeIterator:Next(void) 
{ return (current)?(current = current—>next):0; } 
inline void PEdgeIterator:Reset(void) 

inline uint32 PEdgeIterator::Size(void) const 
{ return size; } 
void PEdchterator::Addtail(PEdgePtr cur) 
{ 
if(last) 

last = cur, 

else 
?rst = last = current = cur; 

size++; 
} 
void PEdgeIterator::Validate(bool val) 

PChainedEdge* cur = (PChainedEdge*)?rst; 

Reset( ); 
while (cur) 

cur—>SetValue(val); 
cur = (PChainedEdge*)Next( ); 

} 
} 

Another type of artifact arises from light leakage at the 
borders of the scanner cover. Some scanner covers do not seal 

suf?ciently tight to make them light-proof, and as a result 
shadows appear at the borders of a scanned image. Light 
leakage artifacts can be removed by eliminating an edge from 
being considered signi?cant whenever the edge contains a 
pixel location within a prescribed distance from a border of 
the scanner bed, and is contained entirely within a strip of a 
prescribed “thickness” parallel to that border of the scanner 
bed. The prescribed distance and prescribed thickness are 
both set to the same prescribed threshold, referred to as a 
thickness tolerance, although it is to be appreciated that two 
different thresholds may alternatively be used. For removal of 
light leakage artifacts, a value of ?ve for the thickness toler 
ance is reasonable. This serves to eliminate edges that lie 
entirely within a strip ?ve pixels wide near a border of the 
scanner bed. 

The following computer listing of software in the C++ 
programming language implements the light leakage artifact 
removal described above in a method named SideArtifacts. It 
is called from HysteresisFiltering given above. As can be seen 
in the listing below, SideArtifacts calculates the minimum 
and maximum row coordinates and the minimum and maxi 
mum column coordinates within a list of contiguous edges. If 
any of the pixel locations within the list are within a distance 
ThicknessThreshold from a border of the scanner bed, and if 
the difference between the maximum and minimum coordi 
nate in the direction transverse to such border is less than 
ThicknessThreshold, then the list is assumed to be a light 
leakage artifact, and is invalidated. 

bool PSrnartScanLowRes::SideArtifacts(PEdgeIterator* list) 
{ 
uint32 thick = PThresholdValues::ThicknessThreshold( ); 
PChainedEdge* cur = (PChainedEdge*)list—>First( ); 
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uint32 rowmin, rowmax, colurnnrnin, colurnnrnax; 
bool hisideiedges = false visideiedges = false; 
rowmin = rowmax = cur—>Row( ); 

colurnnrnin = colurnnrnax = cur—>Column( ); 

list—>Reset( ); 
while (cur) 

} 
if (hisideiedges) 

if ((sint32(rowmax) — sint32(rowrnin))>sint32(thick)) 
return true; 

else 
return false; 

} 
else if (visideiedges) 

if ((sint32(colurnnmax) — sint32(colurnnmin))>sint32(thick)) 
return true; 

else 
return false; 

} 
else 

return true; 

inline uint32 PProcessBuffers::Width(void) const 
{ return width; } 
inline uint32 PProcessBuffers::Height(void) const 
{ return height; } 

Preferably, after the signi?cant edges have been identi?ed, 
and scratch and light-leak and other artifacts have been 
removed, a third step is performed; namely, determining a 
region of interest. In a preferred embodiment, the present 
invention determines a desired region of interest by ?nding a 
bounding box that has sides parallel to the borders of the 
scanner bed, and that encloses all pixels belonging to signi? 
cant edges. This is carried out by identifying the minimum 
and maximum coordinates of the pixel locations where sig 
ni?cant edges are present, in each of the coordinate direc 
tions. 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the 
bounding box determined as above is expanded at each side, 
by extending each side of the bounding box by at least one 
pixel, to account for imprecision due to the low resolution of 
the pre-scanned image. This ensures that the bounding box 
will surround the entire picture when the high-resolution scan 
is performed. 
The following computer listing of software in the C++ 

programming language implements the determination of the 
bounding box in a method named BoundingRectangle. The 
bounding box is speci?ed by Xorigin, Yorigin, Xsize and 
Ysize. BoundingRectangle ?nds the top side of the bounding 
box by searching the edge ?ags, in order of increasing row, i, 
and breaking as soon as it encounters an edge ?ag value of 
true. Similarly, it ?nds the left side of the bounding box by 
searching the edge ?ags, in order of increasing column, j, and 
breaking as soon as it encounters an edge ?ag value of true. It 
?nds the right side of the bounding box by searching the edge 
?ags, in order of decreasing row, i, and breaking as soon as it 
encounters an edge ?ag value of true. Finally, it ?nds the 
bottom side of the bounding box by searching the edge ?ags, 
in order of decreasing column, j, and breaking as soon as it 
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encounters an edge ?ag value of true. It is noted that at the end 
of method BoundingRectangle, the bounding box is 
expanded by extending each side by one pixel. 

bool PSmartScanLowRes::BoundingRectangle(PProcessBuffers* buffer, 
sint32* Xorigin, sint32* Yorigin, sint32* Xsize, sint32* 

Ysize) 

register sint32 i = 0; 
register sint32j = 0; 
register sint32 imax = height; 
register sint32 jrnax = width; 
(*Xorigin) = 0; 
(*Yorigin) = 0; 

(*Xsize) = Width; 
(*Ysize) = height; 
bool found = false; 

for (i=0; (lfound) && (i<irnax); i++) 

found = true; 

break; 
} 

found = true; 

break; 
} 

found = true; 

break 

} 

found = true; 

break; 
} 

Reference is now made to FIG. 2, which is a simpli?ed ?ow 
chart of a preferred embodiment of the present invention used 
to determine a region of interest containing a picture from a 
low resolution pre-scanned image. At step 200 the pre 
scanned image is ?ltered with an edge ?lter to determine an 
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18 
edge map. At step 210 the pixels within the pre-scanned 
image where signi?cant edges are present, are identi?ed. At 
step 220 the bounding box with edges parallel to the borders 
of the scanner bed, and that contains all of the pixels within 
the pre-scanned image where signi?cant edges are located, is 
selected. In a preferred embodiment, the smallest such 
bounding box is selected. 
The following computer listing of software in the C++ 

programming language implements the ?owchart of FIG. 2. 
The AutoCropping method ?rst invokes ComputeLuminance 
to calculate the luminance values from an input image array, 
named “image.” It then invokes ComputeSobel3><3 to calcu 
late the edge map. It then applies median ?ltering and hyster 
esis ?ltering to remove scratches, light leakage and other 
artifacts, in order to identify those edges that are signi?cant. 
Finally, it invokes BoundingRectangle to calculate the region 
of interest, speci?ed by the parameters columnO, row0, col 
umnSize and rowSize. 

PIntRectangle PSmartScanLowRes : :AutoCropping(const 
PixelBuffengr& 

image) 

sint32 row0 =0, column0 = 0, rowSize = 0, columnSize = 0; 
width = image.Width( ); 
height = image.Height( ); 
PProcessBuffers* buffer = 0; 

if (width && height) buffer = new PProcessBuffers(width, height); 
else 

return PIntRectangle( ); 
bool ok = true; 

ok = buffer—>AllocateIntensityMap( ); 
ok = ComputeLuminance(image,buffer); 

ok = buffer—>AllocateEdgesMap( ); 
ok = buffer—>AllocateGradientMap( ); 
ok = ComputeSobel3><3(buffer); 

buffer—>ClearlntensityMap( ); 
ok = MedianFiltering(buffer); 

ok = HysteresisFiltering(buffer); 

buffer—>ClearGradientMap( ); 
ok 
=BoundingRectangle(buffer,&column0,&row0,&colurnnSize,&rowSize); 
buffer—>ClearEdgesMap( ); 
delete buffer, 
return PIntRectangle(colurnn0, row0, colurnn0+colurnnSize, 
row0+rowSize); 

class SMARTSCANDEC PProcessBuffers 

{ 
friend PSrnartScanLowRes; 
friend PSmartScanHighRes; 
friend PSmartScanDebug; 
public: 

PProcessBuffers(uint32 width, uint32 height); 
virtual ~PProcessBuffers(void); 
bool AllocatelntensityMap(void); 
bool AllocateEdgesMap(void); 
bool AllocateGradientMap(void); 
void ClearlntensityMap(void); 
void ClearEdgesMap(void); 
void ClearGradientMap(void); 
bool IslntensityMapValid(void) const; 
bool IsEdgesMapValid(void) const; 
bool IsGradientMapValid(void) const; 
uint32 Width(void) const; 
uint32 Height(void) const; 

protected: 
?oat** intensity; 
?oat* gradient; 
bool* edges; 

private: 
uint32 width; 
uint32 height; 

} 
PProcessBuffers : :PProcessBuffers (uint32 aWidth,uint32 aHeight) 
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-continued -continued 

{ gradient = O; 
intensity = O; throw; 
gradient = O; } 
edges = O; 5 } 
width=aWidth; void PProcessBuffers: :ClearIntensityMap (void) 
height=aHeight; { 

try 
PProcessBuffers::~PProcessBuffers(void) 

if (intensity) 
ClearIntensityMap( ); 10 
ClearEdgesMap( ); if (height) 
ClearGradientMap( ); for (uint32 i = O; i < height +2; i++) delete intensity[i]; 

if (intensity) delete intensity; 
bool PProcessBuffers: :AllocateGradientMap (void) 
{ intensity = O; 
uint32 size = O; 15 } 
ClearGradientMap( ); catch( . . . ) 

gradient = new ?oat[size = width*height]; { 
if (gradient) intensity = O; 

for (uint32 i=0; i<size; i++) gradient[i] = 0.0; throw; 
return (gradient != 0); } 

20 } bool PProcessBuffers:AllocateEdgesMap(void) 

uint32 size = O; 

ClearEdgesMap( ); 
edges = new bool[size—width*height]; 
if (edges) 

for (uint32 i=0; i<size; i++) edges[i] = false; 
return (edges != 0); 

bool PProcessBuffers: :AllocateIntensityMap (void) 

ClearIntensityMap( ); 
bool ok = true; 

uint32 j=0; 
try 
{ 

if (height) 
{ 

} 

return ok; 

catch(. . . ) 

for (uint32 i=0; i<j; i++) delete intensity[i] 
if (intensity) delete intensity; 
intensity = O; 

throw; 

void PProcessBuffers::ClearEdgesMap(void) 

if (edges) delete edges; 
edges = O; 

catch(. . . ) 

{ 
edges = O; 

throw; 

void PProcessBuffers: :ClearGradientMap (void) 

if (gradient) delete gradient; 
gradient = O; 

catch(...) 

After the bounding box is determined as described herein 
above, a high resolution scan of the picture in the scanner bed 
is then automatically performed within the bounding box. 

25 The high resolution scanned image can be used to determine 
a re?ned bounding box by the same procedure described 
hereinabove for determining a bounding box from the low 
resolution pre-scanned image. Namely, the edges of the 
image of the picture within the high resolution scanned image 

30 are found, and a bounding box that has sides parallel to the 
borders of the scanner bed and that encloses all pixels belong 
ing to the edges is determined. 
The procedure for ?nding edges of the image of the picture 

within the high resolution scanned image is preferably differ 
35 ent than the procedure for ?nding edges of the image of the 

picture within the low resolution pre-scanned image. Within 
a high resolution scanned image scratches and other artifacts 
are typically not characterized by speckle noise, and thus a 
median ?lter and a 3x3 Sobel ?lter may not be appropriate for 

40 removal of scratches and other artifacts within a high resolu 
tion scanned image. Moreover, since the high resolution 
scanned image typically contains an enormous number of 
pixels within it, the recursive method of hysteresis described 
above typically takes a long time to perform. 

45 As described hereinbelow with reference to the ?xed box 
size embodiment, the present invention preferably uses a 
Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) method for detecting edges 
within the high resolution scanned image, based on an ana 
lytical formula for the Laplacian of the Gauss kernel given by 

50 Equation 3 hereinbelow. 
Since there is already a bounding box for the image of the 

picture within the high resolution scanned image at the outset, 
it is not necessary to determine all of the edges of the image of 
the picture in order to derive the contour of the image of the 

55 picture within the high resolution scanned image. Rather, it 
suf?ces to determine the outermost edges of the image of the 
picture. Restricting the search for edges to the contour of the 
image of the picture saves considerable processing time, 
especially when working with high resolution images, which 

60 typically contain enormous numbers of pixels. 
As described hereinbelow, to ?nd the contour of the image 

of the picture it is only necessary to determine edge locations 
near the sides of the bounding box. Speci?cally, in a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention, [starling] starting from 

65 each pixel location on each side of the bounding box, the edge 
detection processing moves inwards towards the image of the 
picture, along lines perpendicular to that side of the bounding 


























